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Housekeeper 

 
Job Type: Full-time (34-40 hours per week), Seasonal contract or year-round 
Perks: $200 bonus awarded at end of each month for successful completion of contract, 
$400 room and board per month available, Northern Tax Allowance (Canada Gov.), staff 
have opportunities to join one of our premier floatplane tours 
 
Why work for us 
Work for the largest and most impressive lodge on the Alaska Highway and Muncho Lake 
Provincial Park located in the heart of British Columbia’s largest protected area, the 
Muskwa-Kechika. Our floatplane operation welcomes fishing & tour guests from around the 
world who come to our lodge to experience the best wilderness gateway in Canada’s North. 

About this job 
We are looking for housekeepers who can keep our lodge clean and organized to world-class 
four-star hotel standards. It is not only paramount that you are thorough in your 
housekeeping duties but also efficient. 
 
Responsibilities 

 Clean hotel, motel, and cabins as well as restaurant/kitchen and common areas to 
our high cleanliness standard 

 Maintain campground and public washrooms 
 Keep property and buildings tidy 
 Laundry duties 
 Note discrepancies and damage in rooms and notify maintenance personnel 
 Communicate with front desk in early check-ins and late check-outs and inform of 

room closures 
 
Requirements: 

 High attention to detail 
 Enjoys cleaning and seeing organized spaces 
 Must be physically able to repeatedly climb and descend stairs carrying 40 pounds 
 Time allowance for rooms is: 30 minutes for departing guests/room, 15 minutes for 

stay over guests/room 
 Assist in other departments when needed  

 
Pluses: 

 Previous experience as a housekeeper 
 Bonus: Worked before in the hotel industry in positions such as a waiter/waitress, 

dishwasher or front desk 
 

Apply through our online application form at www.nrlodge.com/employment 


